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a b s t r a c t 

We conduct five experimental studies to examine whether and what kind of gender dis- 

crimination explains deep and persistent gender gaps in the art market. 1112 participants 

chose between male and female-originated artworks with and without artist information. 

Gender-specific artist names did not affect personal preferences or preference norms. They 

did however cause significant swings towards male artworks when participants were in- 

centivised to guess the more pedigreed or more expensive artwork. When artist name in- 

formation was controlled, manipulating artist fame information shifted preference norms 

towards artworks of males, who are more famous on average. Overall we find no taste- 

based but significant statistical gender discrimination. We also find quasi gender discrimi- 

nation, in which discrimination based on a particular characteristic (fame) may be falsely 

attributed to a highly-correlated one (gender). 

© 2022 Published by Elsevier B.V. 

 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

In the art market there is an approximate 9:1 gender imbalance towards male artists according to a range of indicators

including the top 100 selling artists, the number and value of all artworks traded, and artists featured in U.S. collections and

major art texts. However, almost half of professional artists are female. Can discrimination explain these deep and persistent 

gender gaps? If so, what is the nature of art market gender discrimination to which policy should be tailored? In contrast

to observational studies, experiments can establish discriminatory behaviour in a causal way and identify different kinds of 

motivation behind it that effective policy making requires. 

In the following we use this approach to demonstrate art market discrimination which, in general, exists to the extent 

that the gender of an artist (rather than other factors) influences how someone values artworks. Our experiment consists 

of five studies in which participants repeatedly choose between two paintings, one painted by a man and one by a woman,

with or without artist gender information conveyed through their given names. Discrimination is measured as a change 

in the proportion of participants who choose the male painting between these two information treatments. Participants 

assess the same artwork pairs in terms of different choice criteria reflecting the different factors that influence the value 
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of art: personal preference, preference norms, market price and artist fame. This allows us to assess different types of 

discrimination in the different motivations activated by these different evaluations. 

We find that under certain conditions, artist gender information creates a bias towards male-originated artworks when all 

other factors are controlled. These conditions reveal our participants’ motives for this discrimination. Discrimination based 

on taste is commonly differentiated from statistical discrimination not least because they have different policy remedies 

( Guryan and Charles, 2013 ). Statistical gender discrimination entails making (accurate or inaccurate) stereotypical judgments 

based on a person’s group membership when individualised information is lacking. Taste-based discrimination is the costly 

expression of one’s dislike of the other’s group. The discrimination effects we find are statistical in nature in that partici-

pants act on gender information only when incentivised to judge artwork prices or their originators fame. In contrast, we 

found no taste-based discrimination in that gender information had no influence when participants expressed their personal 

preference or guessed that of others. 

In addition to these two much-studied motivations behind discrimination, we consider whether an identity apparently 

subject to discrimination was not the intended target of the discriminator. Sometimes discrimination on one characteristic 

causes a performance gap based on another characteristic to which the discrimination is misattributed. This kind of quasi 

discrimination may happen when identities are highly correlated, as in the case of nationality, religion and ethnicity. Such 

an identity may appear as being singled out for discrimination even though one of its correlates is the true target. Quasi

discrimination may easily lead to an incorrect inference about the real target of discrimination that hinders policy. Our 

experimental results attest to the existence of quasi discrimination in the art market: When we hold artist gender constant 

but vary their fame, participants incentivised to predict others ′ artwork preferences pick more famous artists paintings. This 

effect manifests as a male bias as male painters are much more famous on average. The implication is that gender gaps in

the art market may be the unintended consequence of bias towards factors closely correlated with maleness such as artist 

fame. 

Our results provide important insights into the functioning of the art market. Apart from the economic importance in 

its own right, the art market provides a novel and fruitful context for discrimination research that can generate new in-

sights. First, performance is relatively individual and derives value from knowledge of the work ′ s creator ( Newman and

Bloom, 2012 ). In contrast, the performance, salary and promotion determination of firm employees are typically imbedded 

in the organisational context of team production and assessment and are difficult to observe ( Heckman, 1998 , p. 103). This

can create significant confounds in that the evaluation of an individual’s productivity is influenced by multiple factors that 

are difficult to disentangle (e.g. Kunze and Miller, 2017 ). The appraisal of discrete artwork pieces, such as paintings, allows

experimentalists to measure participants’ valuation in which such confounding factors are either absent or readily controlled. 

Second, the value of a particular artwork has different objective (price, provenance, size) and subjective (aesthetic) aspects 

that can be elicited separately to illuminate the motivational roots of discrimination. In particular, the presence or absence 

of objective value criteria can be used to differentiate (statistical) discrimination performed to manage lacking value infor- 

mation from (taste-based) discrimination based on individual preference alone. A third and related advantage is that the art 

market affords a clearer distinction between producer and the product as the object of discrimination. For practical reasons 

most experimental studies of discrimination involve evaluations at the level of the person, i.e. participants’ behaviour to- 

wards members of the discriminated group. Artwork experiments also allow evaluation of their products. Using measures 

of both producer (artist) and product (artwork) value similarly reveal taste and statistical motives behind discrimination. 

2. Background 

Goods and services produced by women are valued less than those of men according to plentiful evidence from wages 

( Weichselbaumer and Winter-Ebmer, 2005 ), hiring ( Riach and Rich, 1987 ), career advancement ( Kunze and Miller, 2017 ) as

well as professional awards ( Nittrouer et al., 2018; Lunnemann et al., 2019 ) and performance evaluation ( Card et al., 2020 ) in

different occupations and industries. The art market is no exception ( Cowen, 1996 ). Despite their overrepresentation in art 

schools, women experience poorer outcomes in the art market according to a range of indicators such as early career exit 

( Alper and Wassall, 2006 ), lower artwork prices ( Adams et al., 2017 ) and artist income ( Lindemann et al., 2016 ), lower repre-

sentation in private and public exhibitions ( Topaz et al., 2019 ) as well as in industry leadership roles, prizes and recognition

( Clark et al., 2005 ). 2 Gender gaps in the art market are magnified by their winner-takes-all nature in which increasing

returns to value create grossly unequal outcomes. In art, information cost, limited attention and network externalities in 

consumption generate fame as well as fortune for very few and relatively little for the majority of producers ( Abbing, 2010;

Zorloni and Ardizzone, 2016 ). 

The economic importance of the art market is considerable and rising. Art lies at the heart of the creative economy,

central to the production and distribution of goods and services where the main factor input is creative intellectual capital. 

According to empirical evidence from the United Nations, the global market for creative goods has more than doubled be- 

tween 2002 to 2015 to over $500 billion (United Nations, 2019 ). The importance from this sector comes from ǣthe fact that

creativity, knowledge and access to information are increasingly recognized as powerful engines driving economic growth 
2 The evidence is succinctly summarised and referenced in the website of the U.S. National Museum of Women in the Arts ( https://nmwa.org/advocate/ 

get-facts , accessed 19 May 2020). 
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and promoting development in a globalizing world ǥ (United Nations, 2019 ). The presence of gender discrimination in an 

industry increasingly contributing to global development and innovation is an important policy concern. 

Several potential explanations for gender gaps in the arts and elsewhere have been offered ( Valian, 1999; Eckel, 2008;

Bertrand, 2011; Olivetti and Petrongolo, 2016 ). One lies in innate gender differences that have productivity consequences 

(such as cognitive or physical performance). Another is that women engage more in unpaid activities (such as childcare 

and domestic work) such that their performance develops relatively less over time. A third explanation is that the market 

systematically discriminates on gender so to generate lower returns for the same productivity. Determining the contributions 

of these explanations is important to informing the design of gender equity policy. 

Raw facts about gender gaps alone do not constitute evidence for gender discrimination because alternative explanatory 

factors may be responsible ( Heckman, 1998; Cowen, 1996; Guryan and Charles, 2013; Milkman et al., 2015; Valian, 1999 ).

Empirical research on gender discrimination faces the challenge to eliminate other potential reasons for preference given to 

a male over a female. While carefully designed observational studies (e.g. on gender wage gaps) can identify and measure 

gender discrimination they have the drawback that some of the influences on economic value (such as ability and train- 

ing) are confounded and difficult to control ( Riach and Rich, 2002; Guryan and Charles, 2013 ). In practice this means that

alternative explanations for an observed gender gap cannot be excluded ( Valian, 1999 , p. 128; 305). Observational discrim-

ination studies are also prone to selection bias when the discriminated-against characteristic influences the representation 

of different types of people in the sample ( Heckman, 1998; van der Meulen Rodgers, 2006 ). 

Even if discrimination can be demonstrated in observational studies, the underlying motivations or information of agents 

that matter for policy design often remain unknown, such as discrimination based on prejudicial taste or used as a sta-

tistical device in which stereotypes are used to fill in lacking information. Further, the intended target of a discriminated 

persons multiple characteristics needs to be identified for effective policy. Many of the characteristics frequently used for 

discrimination (such as religion, nationality and ethnicity) tend to be highly correlated in real settings ( Chuah et al., 2014 ). A

discriminative act based on one may cause performance differentials according (and may therefore easily be misattributed) 

to another. In this type of quasi discrimination , the use of the misattributed characteristic may be incidental or deliberate in

an attempt to predict a less observable one. 

In the following we introduce quasi discrimination as bias based on one personal characteristic that is falsely detected as 

discrimination based on another, correlated characteristic. In other words, a seeming systematic bias against one personal 

characteristic manifests only because this characteristic is correlated with another characteristic that is the real target of the 

discriminator. 

An example is real discrimination against immigrants that appears (in official statistics or experience) as discrimination 

against a particular nationality or religious group. This may happen if a sufficiently large proportion of a countrys immi- 

grants hail from one nation. Someone’s immigration status may have been the target of the discrimination that dispropor- 

tionately assails people from a country that represents most immigrants. If the discriminator encounters a non-immigrant 

individual of that nationality, the discriminatory behaviour may well disappear. As a result the discrimination is misat- 

tributed to a particular characteristic (nationality in this case), potentially resulting in inappropriate or ineffective policy 

interventions. 

These different types of discrimination are difficult to identify in observational studies. The general methodological issue 

is that discrimination is the result of decisions based on individuals’ information and preferences in specific contexts. These 

decisions have roots in human psychology and cultural socialisation that are hard to capture in observational economic 

data. An alternative, complementary approach is to employ behavioural-experimental techniques to study discrimination 

( Anderson et al., 2006; Eckel, 2008; Olivetti and Petrongolo, 2016 ). These can reveal the underlying motivations behind

discrimination because discriminating behaviour rather than its consequences is observed ( Guryan and Charles, 2013 ). Ex- 

periments are designed to identify the causal effects of decision variables on observed choices through manipulation of 

information and incentives. Further clues about underlying motivations can be gleaned by measurements of experiment 

participants’ attitudes, values and personality ( Chuah et al., 2009 ). This experimental approach has been used to study dis-

crimination in different contexts (see Olian et al., 1988; Valian, 1999; Anderson et al., 2006; Eckel, 2008; Milkman et al.,

2015; Bohnet et al., 2016; Olivetti and Petrongolo, 2016; Kessler et al., 2019; Bordalo et al., 2019; Bohren et al., 2019b;

Grossman et al., 2019; Coffman et al., 2021 ). 

Experiments can be used to identify the different motives behind discrimination. Much of this kind of work has at- 

tempted to distinguish between taste-based and statistical motives for discrimination ( Bohren et al., 2019a ). More recently, 

experimentalists have begun to examine whether stereotypical beliefs are accurate ( Bohren et al., 2019a ). Stereotyping 

and confirmation bias have been shown to ’overwhelm accurate assessment’ in order to avoid information that conflicts 

( Nelson, 2014 ). This possibility clearly matters to policy. In the experiment of Bordalo et al. (2019) , men and, to a lesser

extent, women hold inaccurate stereotypes about the better performance of men in answering questions on different top- 

ics. Bohren et al. (2019a) suggest that inaccurate statistical beliefs can come from either biased information collection and 

processing or biased updating in dynamic settings. For example, Bohren et al. (2019b) examine how gender discrimination 

evolves where early performance evaluation influences subsequent worker effort or evaluation. They show theoretically that 

the history of the dynamic process reveals either accurate or inaccurate beliefs as the source of gender discrimination. Be- 

cause gender discrimination reverses for women as participants learn from their performance histories in these authors’ 

experiment, biased initial beliefs are identified as the initial source. 
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Even if (first-order) beliefs are accurate, inaccurate beliefs about others’ gender beliefs (i.e. second-order beliefs) can 

cause gender discrimination. In Dustan et al. ’s (2020) experiment, both male and female participants hold equal first-order 

beliefs that men do better in an experimental math task. However, they falsely believe that these first-order beliefs differ by

gender. The implication is that false beliefs about others being discriminatory can influence professional decisions regarding 

education and occupation, effort levels and job market entry decisions. These processes could therefore explain gender gaps 

in labour markets. 

Discrimination experiments can be conducted both in controlled laboratory settings and in the field. Field experiments 

have the advantage of participants, decision tasks, contexts and consequences and information that better represent the real 

situations the researcher wants to make inferences about ( List and Reiley, 2008 ). For example, audit and correspondence

studies measure discrimination as the differential labour market success of matched bogus job applicants or CVs that differ 

only in the discriminated-against characteristic ( Rich, 2014; Bertrand and Duflo, 2017 ). They have the advantage of high

external validity in the naturalistic task and representativeness of decision makers but often 

3 involve experimental deception 

( Riach and Rich, 2004 ). Our own approach is a framed field experiment (see Harrison and List, 2004 ) as our participants are

representative of the general public including in their attendance at art galleries. In our experiment naturalistic information 

about each painting mimics the details of an artwork typically presented in a gallery setting. 4 

While the evidence for gender gaps in the labour market is well documented, the evidence for discrimination from ex- 

periments is much less clear ( Olian et al., 1988 ). Some experiments have found no gender discrimination; others found that

both women (e.g. Petit, 2007 ) and men (e.g. Booth and Leigh, 2010 ; Carlsson, 2011 ; Veit et al., 2021) may experience labour

market discrimination depending on employer type (e.g. public or private, see Zhou et al., 2013 ), occupation ( Riach and Rich,

2006; Albert et al., 2011; Ceci et al., 2014; Bertrand and Duflo, 2017 ), discriminator gender ( Slonim and Guillen, 2010 ) and

discriminatee ethnicity ( Ayres, 1990; Ayres and Siegelman, 1995 ). In occupations with clear gender discrimination patterns, 

men seem to be disadvantaged relatively more ( Rich, 2014 , p. 19). 

3. Research questions and hypotheses 

No discrimination experiments have yet been reported for the art market where gender gaps abound. 5 To explain these 

gaps, our objective is to use an experiment to find out both whether and, if so, for what motives gender discrimination

occurs in the art market. We examine whether taste-based, statistical and also quasi gender discrimination (seeming dis- 

crimination actually directed at a different characteristic) may be responsible for gender gaps in the art market. We now 

outline the specific research questions and hypotheses of our study. 

In markets generally, discrimination occurs when irrelevant personal characteristics affect a persons economic outcomes 

( Mueser, 1999 ). It can be measured both at the level of how this person (e.g. employability) or their output are valued

by others. In art, value is notoriously ambiguous because no single, universal standard exists ( Wijnberg and Gemser, 20 0 0;

Abbing, 2010; Winner, 2019; Angelini and Castellani, 2019 ). Instead it depends on the specific context of different valuer

groups applying diverse, often highly subjective criteria to both individual artworks and artists. 

These groups include consumers of original, reproduced or incidental art, gallery visitors and curators, experts and critics, 

private collectors and investors as well as public servants. They appraise art according to different criteria including aesthetic 

merit, technical virtuosity, audience appeal, resale value and cultural significance. 

Gender gaps in art can in principle occur (and be observed) in any of the resulting specific contexts consisting of art

valuers, evaluation criteria used and level of aggregation (e.g. an artist’s oeuvre, stylistic period or specific artworks). In 

the following we focus on gender discrimination at the level of artworks (rather than artists) not least because the art

market mostly 6 involves trade in artwork. Focusing on artworks also provides a novel way to reveal discriminatory motives 

of valuers through the different values a given artwork has in different contexts as we demonstrate below. 

Our research question is twofold: First, does gender discrimination exist in artwork valuation in that artist gender biases 

valuers in favour of male artists work? Second, if gender discrimination against women exists in this context, what are its

different motivational sources in the shape of the different kinds of discrimination discussed previously? We now develop 

our hypotheses based on these research questions and the literature discussed above. 

We first hypothesise the existence of taste-based gender discrimination in art valuation. A possible explanation for gen- 

der gaps in the art market is that people dislike the idea of women artists for reasons such as misogyny or gender role

perceptions. If taste-based gender discrimination exists, then people’s personal preference for artworks is biased towards 

those created by male (at the expense of female) artists. 
3 Kessler et al. (2019) introduced an audit study method that avoids deception by introducing real employers to applicants who match the characteristics 

the former select from CVs known to be hypothetical. 
4 We included information typically presented on an artwork display plaque such as artist name, title of the work, creation date, media used and physical 

dimensions. 
5 The closest work is an unpublished working paper ( Adams et al., 2017 ) containing a questionnaire study where participants were overall unable to 

guess artist gender for different artworks. The objective was to examine whether female works posesses visually distinctive characteristics that might 

provide an alternative explanation for art market gender gaps. 
6 There are also traded artistic services that include, among others, comissioned artistry, sponsorships, artists in residence and brand endorsements by 

well-known artists. 
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Hypothesis 1. Male artist gender enhances people’s personal preference for an artwork. 

We next hypothesise statistical discrimination in the art market. People may hold gender stereotypes that affect how 

artists and their works are perceived and may therefore explain gender gaps. Underlying beliefs that shape gendered stereo- 

types to distinguish ’male artist’ from ’female artist’ rather than seeing both simply as ’artists’ stem from several sources. 

The first is a belief that male-originated art is normative, i.e. generally preferred by other people. These general preferences 

reflect prevailing social norms regarding what art has worth. Art valuers including exhibitors, curators and reproducers or 

people making gifts of reproduced art may estimate art norms and thereby others’ preferences for art. Estimators may hold 

stereotypes that male-originated art better matches these norms. 

Hypothesis 2. Male artist gender raises people’s estimation of others preference for an artwork. 

A related channel for statistical gender discrimination in the art market is the estimation of the fame or recognition of

an artist that is reflected in the valuation of their works. Such fame estimations occur in curation or exhibition decisions

and coverage of art and artists in the arts literature and media. Estimates of artist fame that are biased towards male artists

are a potential explanation for the lower visibility of women artists discussed previously. In situations where art valuers 

estimate the uncertain fame or cultural significance of art they may resort to stereotypes connecting fame to male artist 

gender. Given our focus on artworks we examine fame estimations regarding an artworks pedigree, by which we mean the 

fame of the artist. 

Hypothesis 3. Male artist gender raises people’s estimation of the fame of an artworks originator. 

Another, related channel for statistical gender discrimination in art is the market value of artworks. Investing in or acquir- 

ing art for collections involves estimations of the uncertain value of an artwork. A potential explanation for the pronounced 

gender gaps in artwork prices is that art buyers and sellers estimate the value of artworks based on gender stereotypes. 

Hypothesis 4. Male artist gender raises people’s estimation of the market value of an artwork. 

Another potential reason for gender gaps in the art market is what we termed quasi discrimination. It exists when a

seemingly irrelevant personal characteristic (like gender) receives worse economic outcomes only because it is correlated 

with another characteristic that is subject to biased treatment. The implication is that ostensible gender discrimination in 

data or personal experience may in fact be due to bias towards a different but correlated personal characteristic such as

artist fame. Because most objectively famous artists are male, any art market bias based on fame will invariably produce a

bias in favour of men. 

We examine quasi discrimination as an explanation for art market gender gaps. In the art market, discrimination against 

women may constitute quasi discrimination if, to estimate others’ tastes, the targeted characteristic is artist fame rather 

than gender, to the extent that both are highly correlated. If art investors and reproducers, gallery curators and exhibitors 

target artists based on fame, and if famous artists are more likely to be male, then seeming gender discrimination against

women would be detectable. This account of quasi discrimination in this specific context would mean that art valuers use 

fame as a statistical discrimination stereotype (“famous artists create more generally appealing artworks”) when estimating 

the general appeal of an artwork: 

Hypothesis 5. Artist fame raises people’s estimation of others’ preference for an artwork. 

If this hypothesis is supported we are in the position to demonstrate how quasi discrimination may exist in the art

market, i.e. how a gender bias appears in people’s decisions that are, in fact, biased towards fame: The effect of fame would

also cause choices to swing towards male-originated artworks. 

4. Experiment 

We conducted an experiment to test these hypotheses. In particular we examine whether controlled manipulations of 

artist gender cause taste-based or statistical discrimination in participants who value artwork in terms of own preferences 

or estimated preference of others, artwork pedigree and price. We also assess the effect of providing artist fame information 

to demonstrate quasi gender discrimination. We conduct five studies to vary participants’ valuation criteria in order to 

examine different motivations using the same experimental stimuli and participant sampling criteria. 

The participants in our online framed field experiment represent layperson valuers of art who participate in the art 

market mainly by visiting public galleries and consuming commercially reproduced art. Their task was to valuate individual 

artworks according to different subjective and objective value criteria that reveal the motives behind discrimination. We 

measure gender discrimination by testing the effect of artist gender information on participant choices between different 

artworks. In the task participants were shown 30 artworks pairs, appearing on subsequent computer screens (see Fig. 1 ).

For each pair, one artwork painted by a female and one by a male artist appeared side by side. Participants were asked
188 
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Fig. 1. Sample artwork pair. Artist names were only shown in the treatment condition. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

to select one artwork 7 according to different criteria (that differed across our studies) by entering the chosen artworks’s 

unique three-digit code. 8 

We manipulated artist gender information between participants by displaying artists’ given and family names in the 

treatment (denoted Y) but not in the control (N) condition. Revealing gender indirectly through artists given names, pre- 

sented along with other artwork information, was intended to mitigate demand effects in which participants’ responses are 

biased through cues of what behaviour the researchers may expect. 9 For this reason we also showed participants an addi-

tional 15 pairs as decoys with two artists of the same gender (both female-female and male-male). The data from the decoy

pairs were not used in analysis. 

We chose the 90 artworks according to several criteria. All were paintings by professional artists with available data for 

recent auction sales and objective measures of artist fame. We excluded artists with gender-neutral first names. Other paint- 

ing features were meant to control potential confounds. In each pair, both paintings were chosen from the same historical 

painting period and to be similar in terms of motif, year of creation, style, canvas size as these characteristics are known

to affect artwork values. Similarity also reduces the possibility of confounds from gender-specific artistic choices. Including 

the decoy pairs, we selected pairs (15 each) from three important periods of painting, Dutch Golden Age (ca. 160 0–170 0),

Impressionism (ca. 1850–1900) and Abstract Expressionism (ca. 1950–1980). We do this for greater robustness: The con- 

temporary gender roles and typical painting motifs in different painting periods may moderate the effect of artist gender 

on artwork value. Further, all artists and paintings in the 30 female-male pairs were chosen to be relatively obscure to a

lay audience to avoid the confounding effect of recognisable artists or artwork. We also controlled the potential effects of 

ethnic discrimination by selecting only artists with Western-sounding names. Finally, we pre-tested pairs matching these 

criteria without any information to ensure participant preferences between the two paintings are sufficiently balanced (we 

used 60% as the cut off) to avoid ceiling effects. 

Each participant was shown the same 45 artwork pairs in participant-level random order. In half of the pairs, the female-

originated artwork appeared on the left to avoid bias from horizontal order. For each artwork all participants also saw 

its title, its date of creation (where known), materials used as well as canvas size. This was to avoid salience of gender

information as well as for naturalism, i.e. to resemble what is typically shown in galleries and catalogues. We used JPEG 
7 This feature entails a forced choice between two options in keeping with other experimental studies on discrimination (e.g. Hainmueller and Hop- 

kins, 2015 ) and in other domains such as pro-sociality (e.g. Chuah et al., 2016 ). For critical discussions of this method see Dhar and Simonson (2003) ; 

Penn et al. (2019) . 
8 Codes were used to reduce random decisions by mere clicking, to focus participants’ attention on the images and to ensure the whole image appeared 

on the screen (in the case of slow downloading) before choices were entered. Codes also reduce the chances of bots completing the questionnaire in online 

panels. Codes were also chosen such as to avoid biases from number attributes such as size or parity. 
9 This approach is similar to Chuah et al. (2013) , who use generic surnames to subtly provide ethnicity information about co-participants in cross- 

cultural interactions. Mummolo and Peterson (2019) report experimental evidence that online panel studies like ours may be less suceptible to demand 

effects, potentially because of the social and physical distance of participants to researchers and more extrinsic motivations for participation. 
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Table 1 

Sample characteristics for the five studies. 

N

% Female 

Participants 

Participant Mean 

Age 

Study A: Taste 

Which of these two pieces of artwork do you personally prefer? 

Artist Names Shown 132 59.8 51.9 

No Artist Names Shown 124 64.5 56.5 

Study B: Taste (Others) 

Which of these two pieces of artwork do you think the majority of previous participants personally preferred? You will receive the bonus for 

this pair if your guess is correct. 

Artist Names Shown 105 61.9 45.2 

No Artist Names Shown 102 61.8 45.6 

Study C: Taste (Others) (Fame Cue) 

Which of these two pieces of artwork do you think the majority of previous participants personally preferred? You will receive the bonus for 

this pair if your guess is correct. The artwork with code [xyz] was painted by the more famous artist. Note that the previous participants 

were not given this information. 

Artist Names Shown 108 56.5 49.9 

No Artist Names Shown 107 55.1 48.9 

Study D: Fame 

Which of these two pieces of artwork was painted by the more famous artist? You will receive the bonus for this pair if your guess is correct. 

Artist Names Shown 108 61.1 51.8 

No Artist Names Shown 104 57.7 48.9 

Study E: Price 

Which of these two pieces of artwork do you think is the more expensive? You will receive the bonus for this pair if your guess is correct. 

Artist Names Shown 115 76.5 48.0 

No Artist Names Shown 107 61.7 51.8 

All Studies 1112 61.8 50.0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

images of the artworks of the highest available resolution sized such that the larger in a pair was displayed as large as screen

size permitted. The image of the smaller painting was then scaled to appear as roughly the same size irrespective of its real

dimensions. While this approach conceals the relative size of paintings it maximises participant’s ability to study them. 

Participants were instructed that all paintings were not presented true to actual relative scale and given real dimensions as 

part of the artwork information. Artists’ signatures were not discernible in any of the paintings. 

The basic task was used in five studies (labelled A to E), each conducted with a different participant group to gauge

the treatment effects on artwork decisions based on different choice criteria (see Table 1 ). In each study participants were

randomly allocated to treatment or control condition through an automatic mechanism part of the online questionnaire 

platform we used. In study A, unincentivised participants were asked to choose according to their personal preference. We 

interpret significantly greater selection of the male-originated artworks between treatment and control in study A as support 

for hypothesis 1 , i.e. that male artist gender positively influences personal artwork preferences. 

In order to elicit an incentive-compatible measure of taste (i.e. under performance-related rewards) 10 , participants in 

study B were asked to choose, in each pair, the more frequently-chosen artwork by participants in study A and received

10 c / for each correct guess. Significantly greater selection of the male-originated artworks between treatment and control 

in study B supports hypothesis 2 , i.e. that male artist gender positively influences estimations of others’ personal artwork 

preferences. 

In study C we employed a second treatment to test for quasi discrimination. Study C proceeded as B in that participants

were incentivised to guess the choices of study A participants. However, study C participants were also given information 

about which of the two artworks in a given pair was painted by the more famous artist. The fame cue was designed to

examine quasi discrimination, i.e. whether a route for gender bias exists through the greater fame of male artists. If the fame

cue makes it significantly more likely that participants choose male-originated paintings between treatment and control in 

study C, we interpret this as evidence for hypothesis 5 , i.e. quasi discrimination: Participants use artist fame as a predictor

of others’ tastes. This causes a bias towards male-originated artworks because our male artists are more famous. 

In studies D and E participants were incentivised to predict objective painting characteristics rather than others’ choices. 

Study D participants were asked to choose the painting in each pair by the more famous artist. In study E participants

guessed the artwork with the higher price tag. Fame and price were measured using objective criteria. Because all 60 art-

works included in the experiment were initially selected from the international online art price database artprice.com, all 

had been traded on the secondary market, most on multiple occasions. We used only the most recent reported auction 

sale price for each work. All prices were inflation adjusted and expressed in USD equivalent terms (see Ashenfelter and

Graddy, 2003 ). 
10 Incentive compatibility is particularly important in discrimination research, which is prone to biased responses from social desirability ( Riach and 

Rich, 2002 ). 
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Fig. 2. Percentage of participants choosing male artworks ( MALEPC) by experimental condition. The percentages are swings between two conditions calcu- 

lated as the absolute difference in MALEPC as a percentage of the initial value, averaged over individual artwork pairs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To establish an objective fame ranking of artists in our sample we used two equally-weighted components that enabled 

us to rank artists fame within each of the artwork pairs. The index used quantitative measures concerning both the length

artists bibliographic entries (in words) in the leading Grove Art Online 11 and their number of Google search engine hits

(see Schulman, 1999, for an early example) as proxy indicators for artists fame. Both rankings agreed with the exception of

two ties in the former measure and 14 artists not listed, in which case Google hits alone were used. The two artworks in

each pair were then ranked by artist fame using this measure. The male artists were more famous according to our measure

in 27 of the 30 pairs. 

If male-originated artworks are more often chosen in treatment than control in studies D and E then this is support for

hypotheses 3 and 4 , i.e. a positive effect of male artist gender on estimations of artwork pedigree and price. 

5. Results 

We collected valid responses from a total of 1112 participants recruited for online participation during June 2019 via Turk 

Prime. This recruitment platform recruits participant pools based on specific sample criteria determined by the researchers, 

in our case as a representative sample of adult U.S. residents. The summary sample characteristics are shown in Table 1 . The

dataset is a panel in which a participant’s decision within a particular artwork pair is the unit of observation and denoted

MALE, whether ( = 1) or not ( = 0) a participant chose the male-originated painting. MALE is our dependent variable and

varies by participant, painting pair, information treatment (Y or N) and study (A to E). Fig. 2 shows MALE averaged across

participants in each resulting experimental condition ( MALEP C), i.e. by the five studies and two artist name information

treatments in each. For every artwork pair, the swing towards the male-originated artwork is the absolute difference in 
11 Note that references to artists prominence in noted art historical sources may reflect bias of the authors and also change over time as art histories are 

re-visited. This approach has nonetheless been used as a proxy to measure fame in numerous studies (see O’Hagan and Kelly, 2005 ). 
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Table 2 

Probit regression results for likelihood to choose the male-originated artwork in studies A to E with (Y) and without (N) artist names. Standard 

errors in parentheses, p-values in brackets. 

DV: Male-Originated Artwork Chosen ( MALE) 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

(AY-AN) (BY-BN) (CY-CN) (BY-CY) (BN-CN) (DY-DN) (EY-EN) 

Artist Name Shown 0.019 0.014 -0.017 0.089 0.061 

(0.0292) (0.0326) (0.0319) (0.0318) (0.0310) 

[0.508] [0.672] [0.592] [0.005] [0.049] 

Fame Cue Shown 0.144 0.174 

(0.0107) (0.0108) 

[0.000] [0.000] 

N 7680 6210 6450 6390 6270 6360 6660 

l l -5100.479 -4079.042 -4277.721 -4218.096 -4152.551 -4318.401 -4531.965 

χ2 0.439 0.179 0.288 20.088 28.948 7.842 3.868 

Artist Name Shown 0.006 0.009 -0.019 0.098 0.053 

(0.0298) (0.0329) (0.0323) (0.0320) (0.0317) 

[0.836] [0.789] [0.554] [0.002] [0.098] 

Fame Cue Shown 0.141 0.187 

(0.0108) (0.0110) 

[0.000] [0.000] 

Female -0.059 -0.019 -0.097 -0.064 -0.047 -0.001 -0.012 

(0.0308) (0.0340) (0.0297) (0.0298) (0.0338) (0.0332) (0.0349) 

[0.048] [0.577] [0.003] [0.051] [0.158] [0.966] [0.706] 

Age -0.081 -0.065 -0.063 -0.028 -0.100 -0.083 -0.091 

(0.000886) (0.000996) (0.000890) (0.000938) (0.000939) (0.000990) (0.000981) 

[0.007] [0.052] [0.051] [0.398] [0.003] [0.012] [0.004] 

Income -0.028 0.028 0.007 0.055 -0.012 -0.040 0.006 

(0.00483) (0.00554) (0.00560) (0.00531) (0.00583) (0.00532) (0.00584) 

[0.396] [0.423] [0.860] [0.119] [0.748] [0.255] [0.879] 

Education 0.033 -0.048 0.057 -0.031 0.044 0.032 0.002 

(0.0111) (0.0133) (0.0129) (0.0128) (0.0133) (0.0126) (0.0133) 

[0.307] [0.182] [0.112] [0.377] [0.230] [0.359] [0.958] 

N 7680 6210 6450 6390 6270 6360 6660 

l l -5094.867 -4075.618 -4268.950 -4214.026 -4145.789 -4314.940 -4527.718 

χ2 11.654 7.020 17.800 28.193 42.362 14.748 12.353 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MALEP C due to the information treatment as a percentage of the initial value. In the figure, swings are shown averaged over

all 30 pairs in a given condition. 12 

We examined the significance of the swings using Probit regressions with mixed effects ( Table 2 ). The regression results

in the top panel show the treatment effects; demographic control variables are introduced to the same models in the bottom

panel. The treatment effects are, with regard to significance, robust to the inclusion of age, income, eduction, gender as well

as gender role attitudes. 

We performed additional robustness tests not fully shown here. Our results are robust with regard to clustered standard 

errors. Further, in addition to balancing the left-right horizontal order of male and female-originated artworks in the exper- 

imental design, we included a dummy variable for the right position of the male painting in a given pair. As expected the

inclusion of this dummy in the regression models produced insignificant coefficients throughout and had no effect on the 

significance of other variables. 

5.1. Personal preference 

Study A was designed to examine taste-based gender discrimination. We test for an effect of gender information on 

participants’ ‘personal preference over the two artworks in each pair, which is not further explained in the instructions (see 

Table 1 for the exact wording). In the arts as in other markets personal preference is, as utility, the fundamental driver

of value. The presentation of artist names caused a 4.20% swing towards male paintings (see Fig. 2 ). In the regression

the treatment dummy is not a significant predictor of MALE ( Table 2 , model 1). The conclusion is no evidence supporting

hypothesis 1 , i.e. for taste-based discrimination when artworks are evaluated in terms of personal preference. 

We note that participants’ decisions in study A could not be obviously elicited under conditions of incentive compatibility, 

i.e. in which financial consequences are associated with the particular decisions they took. The reason behind this design 

principle is that without compatible incentives, participants may not reveal their true preferences ( Croson, 2005 ). However, 

we see no reason to suspect that our results are affected by the lack of incentives (and therefore hypothetical nature) of
12 Note that due to a different level of aggregation, this swing measure is not the same as the change in MALEPC averaged over all pairs, i.e. difference 

between light and dark bars in Fig. 2 . 
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their decisions. Obvious factors that might discourage participants from expressing their real preferences, such as social 

desirability (e.g. Barr et al., 2018 ) are mitigated through our between-participant design and use of decoy pairs. 

5.2. Preference norms 

In study B we examine artwork preference norms. The value of art has an important social component in the sense

that peoples appreciation of artwork is frequently correlated in the form of fashions, conspicuous consumption and cultural 

significance ( Abbing, 2010 , p. 58–59). Such shared evaluations may include discriminatory preferences. In particular we 

examine whether norms discriminatory against women (e.g. Bicchieri and Fukui, 1999 ) exist in art. Women may experience 

discrimination depending on prevailing gender norms regarding acceptable occupations ( Bertrand (2011) . Participants were 

asked which artwork was personally preferred by the majority of previous participants ( Table 1 ) and told they would receive

a bonus for each correct guess. The two treatment groups in this study, with and without name information, were knowingly

predicting participants under the same treatment, i.e. from study A. 13 

A swing towards male artworks reflects a belief that artist gender affects majority preferences, which we interpret as 

gender-discriminating preference norms in art. The swing of 1.45% is insignificant in model 2 ( Table 2 ), indicating no evi-

dence for such norms. We therefore reject hypothesis 2 . 

5.3. Preference norms (fame cue) 

Study C was designed to examine whether a gender gap can result from the manipulation of another, closely related 

artist characteristic, the effect of which may be mistaken for gender discrimination (quasi discrimination). We chose fame 

as such a variable because, as we have seen, male artists are significantly more famous. The task was the same as the study

B task with the exception that participants were given, for every pair, the additional information: “The artwork with code 

[xyz] was painted by the more famous artist. Note that the previous participants were not given this information." 14 

We examine whether fame is used as diagnostic of the other groups majority preference. A participant may believe that 

the other group recognise and respond to fame independently, or that fame is reflected in painting quality features that 

other participants perceive. This type of reasoning is statistical discrimination using a fame stereotype to predict others’ 

preferences. The fame information was not varied as a treatment within study C. Instead we varied, as before, the artist

gender information. The resulting swing is insignificant in model 3 ( Table 2 ), supporting the result for study B (hypothesis

2 ). 

However, to assess the effect of the fame cue, we compare the respective study C gender information treatments (yes/no) 

with the corresponding treatment of study B. In these comparisons gender information is therefore held constant while 

fame information varies. We interpret a shift towards male paintings from conditions BY to CY, and from BN to CN, as

quasi discrimination: A shift towards male paintings caused by a manipulation of closely correlated variable, fame. For the 

artwork pairs in the study there is a large (90%) overlap between fame and male gender. The two MALEP C swings for

these comparisons are the largest in magnitude in our experiment (10.45 and 14.68%), and both are significant in regression 

analysis (models 4 and 5). We conclude that quasi gender discrimination based on fame is present. 

This conclusion assumes that the fame cue also resulted in a significant shift towards more pedigreed artworks. We now 

test for this effect. We measure this swing by changes in F AME, a dummy variable for whether or not the artwork by the

more famous artist was chosen. These swings towards more pedigreed paintings are large (16.74 from BY to CY, and 18.12%

from BN to CN). In regression analysis these swings are highly significant ( p < . 001 ), whether or not demographic controls

are included (see models 1 and 2 in Table 3 ). The significance of this swing when no artist information was present (BN

to CN, model 2) excludes gender driving the swing. Similarly, the same large swings were observable and significant when 

only using data for the decoy pairs where both artworks were by artists of the same gender (BY to CY: 20.93 and BN to CN:

17.05%). The swings were again highly significant ( p < . 001 ) in regression analysis (see models 3 and 4 in Table 3 . Together

these result provide strong support for hypothesis 5 . We conclude that fame in study C is used as a predictor of others’

preferences in its own right, and not as a proxy for gender. This finding supports quasi discrimination as an explanation for

the significant swings towards male artworks between studies B and C. 
13 In the general instructions preceding the task, participants were told: “A previous group of study participants were recently recruited just like you 

and shown the same artwork pairs you will see. They were asked to indicate, for every pair, the artwork that each of them personally prefer. Your task is 

different: For every pair that you will be shown, your task is to guess the artwork that the majority of these previous participants personally preferred. You 

do so by entering the code shown for the artwork of your choice into a box. You will receive a bonus worth 10 c / for every artwork pair where you correctly 

guessed the preferred artwork of the previous participants. In total you can earn up to $4.50 in bonuses in this survey. 
14 The general instructions also contained the following additional paragraph: “We ranked all the artists in this study objectively in terms of fame using 

information like length of entries in art dictionaries and number of hits in online searches. In each pair you will be shown which of the two artworks was 

painted by the more famous artist. Note that the other participants, whose decisions you are trying to guess, were NOT given this information.” The last 

statement was intended to counteract any demand effect from the fame cue. Following the approach of other authors (e.g. Dustan et al., 2020 , p. 18) we 

designed incentives to discourage such motivations. 
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Table 3 

Probit regression results for likelihood to choose the more pedigreed artwork in studies B and C with (Y) and without (N) artist names. Standard 

errors in parentheses, p-values in brackets. 

DV: More Pedigreed Artwork Chosen ( F AME) 

Mixed-Gender Artwork Pairs Same-Gender Artwork Pairs 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

(BY-CY) (BN-CN) (BY-CY) (BN-CN) 

Fame Cue Shown 0.166 0.183 0.182 0.181 

(0.0107) (0.0108) (0.0154) (0.0154) 

[0.000] ([0.000] [0.000] [0.000] 

N 6390 6270 3195 3135 

l l -4214.465 -4150.860 -2044.338 -2046.064 

χ2 26.543 32.079 15.667 15.462 

Fame Cue Shown 0.157 0.198 0.179 0.186 

(0.0108) (0.0110) (0.0155) (0.0157) 

[0.000] ([0.000] [0.000] [0.000] 

Female -0.065 -0.020 -0.108 -0.106 

(0.0298) (0.0338) (0.0426) (0.0482) 

[ 0.047] ([ 0.555] [ 0.020 ] [ 0.026] 

Age 0.008 -0.099 0.024 -0.034 

(0.000939) (0.000939) (0.00134) (0.00133) 

[0.814] ([0.003] [ 0.603] [0.477] 

Income 0.063 -0.050 -0.028 -0.097 

(0.00531) (0.00583) (0.00762) (0.00831) 

[ 0.070] ([0.176] [0.578] [0.062] 

Education -0.064 0.057 0.064 0.100 

(0.0128) (0.0133) (0.0183) (0.0190) 

[0.066] ([0.120] [0.202] [0.056] 

N 6390 6270 3195 3135 

l l -4209.644 -4144.649 -2040.541 -2040.624 

χ2 36.132 44.384 23.194 26.223 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.4. Fame 

Studies D and E turn to the issue of statistical gender discrimination, in which participants use gender as a diagnostic for

the value criterion they are given. In study D we use fame as this criterion. We saw that an artwork’s value partly resides

in its cultural and legacy significance. We use artist fame as a proxy for this kind of value. Participants were incentivised to

guess the more famous of the two artists in every pair and incentivised for each correct guess as in study C. We interpret

a swing from DN to DY as statistical discrimination in which gender is used as diagnostic of fame. The swing of 10.47% is

significant in the regression (model 6), supporting statistical gender discrimination to predict fame (hypothesis 3 ). 

How did gender information affect the percentage of participants who correctly identified the more pedigreed artwork? 

Predictive accuracy reached 44.6% when artist information was not provided (condition DN), and 48.0% when it was (condi- 

tion DY). This suggests that artists’ names (revealing gender) enhanced predictive accuracy. A Probit regression (not reported 

here in full) shows that this higher accuracy is significant. This further supports the notion that choosing male artworks was

partly driven by statistical discrimination to the extent that male gender predicts artwork pedigree. 

5.5. Price 

Our second statistical discrimination study uses artwork price as the characteristic that gender may predict. In study 

E, participants were incentivised in the same way as before to choose the more expensive of the two paintings. Again,

we use this study to examine statistical discrimination in that, in the absence of concrete knowledge about the artworks’ 

prices, participants may use gender information to invoke a stereotype regarding the greater value of male artists work. We 

determined the more expensive artworks using inflation-adjusted price data from the most recent auction sale. 15 The male 

artworks were more expensive in exactly half of our male-female pairs. 

The use of this stereotype would show as a shift towards male paintings as a result of artist name information (conditions

EN to EY). The swing of 8.86% is significant in our regression, confirming statistical gender discrimination and supporting hy- 

pothesis 4 (model 7). When demographics are introduced, the coefficient for artist name is only marginally significant. Note 

that in aggregate, the swing towards male paintings does not reflect functional statistical discrimination in our environment 

with a gender balance in artwork prices: Gender does not predict prices in our artwork pairs. 

Predictive accuracy for artwork prices rose from 47.0 to 48.8% between the no artist name (EN) and artist name given

(EY) conditions. In regression analysis (not reported here in full) this increase does not however reach statistical significance. 
15 Auction sales across the sample covered the period 1985 to 2018. Prices were converted to real 2018 USD price equivalents. No adjustment was made 

to account for the rate of return on any of the pairs including where sales occurred in different years. 
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6. Conclusion 

Our study provides a first experimental analysis of gender discrimination in artwork valuation to shed light on the origins 

of gender gaps in art markets. We examined whether these gaps can be attributed to discrimination either on gender or

on another, highly correlated characteristic that manifests in the same way as a gender gap (quasi discrimination). The 

experimental approach allows us to observe different motives behind participants’ choices. Varying gender while holding all 

else constant we observe statistical discrimination when participants judge artwork price or originator fame. We found no 

evidence of gender discrimination based on personal taste or of gender-discriminating taste norms. Controlling for gender 

but varying fame, we find that statistical discrimination based on fame may manifest as a gender gap that may be falsely

attributed as quasi gender discrimination. 

Our results highlight the link between gender and fame as an important source for the gender gap in the art market.

Our participants (accurately) used gender as a predictor for fame in study D, and fame as a predictor for preference norms

in study C. 16 The connection between gender and fame in experimental responses reflects market realities. Men are more 

famous than women in a variety of fields, supported by stereotypes linking men with success generally. Banaji and Green-

wald (1995) found that participants’ fame judgments of familiar and unfamiliar names are biased towards males due to 

implicit gender stereotyping. The fame explanation is supported by empirical studies of the art market. Gender disparities 

tend to worsen over the career cycle from art school to the top end of the secondary market dominated by famous artists

( Alper and Wassall, 2006; Bocart et al., 2018 ) and is associated with greater concentration. Bocart et al. ’s (2018) analysis of

auction data suggests that the ‘superstar’ (winner-takes-all) nature of markets creates greater entry barrier for women. Our 

experimental data are consistent with this account. They point to a potential mechanism that causes female disadvantage 

in the superstar race: Fame-worthiness is a matter of belief regarding others beliefs just as much as of actual talent (e.g.

Brennan and Pettit, 2004 , p. 150). If people believe male artists are more fame-worthy, this belief can become self-fulfilling

and difficult to shift. 

Gender policy in the arts therefore needs to address this link. Why are men more famous in the arts and other winner-

take-all markets? One explanation lies in differences between male and female preferences associated with investments in 

fame. For example, evidence suggest that women are less selfish, less overconfident, and more agreeable as well as more 

averse to risk, competition and self promotion ( Eckel, 2008; Bertrand, 2011 ). Their greater collectivism ( Triandis, 1995 ) and

less individualistic self-construal may be inversely related to fame-seeking behaviour ( Giles, 20 0 0 ). 17 Men may also invest

more in advancing their social status as it matches their evolutionary reproduction strategies (i.e. quantity over quality) 

more than that of females ( Van Vugt and Tybur, 2016 ). An alternative account, as we saw, lies in inaccurate second-order

beliefs about others’ gender perceptions ( Dustan et al., 2020 ). Future work designed to examine these kinds of link between

gender gaps and fame in the arts is needed. 

While individual-level preferences are relatively difficult to address, policy could target institutional factors that perpet- 

uate male dominance in the art with fame as the link. For example, Shor et al. (2015) find a winner-takes-all effect in the

media. Women receive significantly less coverage because the media focus disproportionately on the top achievers in busi- 

ness and society who, despite greater female participation, are still dominated by males. Within the art world, institutions 

including galleries as well as art museums are vital to drive change, which has been sluggish despite growing public aware-

ness of persistent gender imbalance. Possible initiatives include investment in galleries, collections and exhibitions that are 

dedicated to female art and artistic achievement. The large role of the public sector in supporting the arts provides a lever

for such policy interventions. The philanthropic sector may also help raise the profile of female artists through, for example, 

targeted artwork acquisitions. 

Quasi discrimination may confound individual beliefs and policy responses to inequalities based on other social identities 

(such as ethnicity, nationality and religion) and in other contexts and markets. Note that a diagnosis of quasi discrimina- 

tion does not imply the absence of bias. It merely suggests that the source of the bias lies in a different characteristic.

The distinction is important for policy targeting. More evidence and a better understanding of the mechanism behind this 

phenomenon are warranted. 

Policy needs to be mindful that the extent to which gender discrimination of art market participants translates into a 

market gender gap will differ depending on their importance. The participants in our study were layperson valuers of art 

rather than institutional or professional market participants. Our results have to be judged in this context. In future work 

other types such as gallery owners, curators, collectors, investors and critics would make for participants that allow the 

institutional aspects of the art market to be examined. 

Declaration of competing interest 

None. 
16 If gender is used to predict fame, and fame to predict others preferences one might have expected significant effects for the use of gender to predict 

others preferences in study B. While this latter effect did not reach statistical significance in our experiment we obviously cannot therefore conclude it 

does not exist. Based on sample size and group averages, such an effect would have a maximal size of Cohen’s d = 0.01. 
17 In the nascent litrature on desire for fame (e.g. Maltby et al., 2008 ), no studies report gender differences. 
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